Why Miss K Should Become Teacher of the Year
I strongly think that my teacher, Miss K., should become Teacher of the Year
because of three strong reasons, they are, making work fun, letting us go out for
extra sport and making homework different. These three reasons will surely make
anybody think that Miss K. deserves “The Teacher of the Year award”.
There is no doubt that Miss K. is a outstanding and enthusiastic teacher and
deserves the Teacher of the Year award. She has all of the class interested in
work and was one of the first in the school to use Google Apps for Education and
has recently become a fully qualified Google Educator. Teaches around the world
use her ideas in their own classrooms by looking at the blog and twitter. This is
another strong reason to award Miss K. the teacher of the year award because
she doesn't just teach her own class but shares her ideas with the wider world.
Our class is always thankful because our teacher Miss K., almost never gives us
worksheets. She even admits that worksheets are boring and a waste of time.
Worksheets don’t teach you much but make you revise the work that you have
already learned. Our teacher makes learning fun. Out of all the teachers that I
have had throughout my primary school years, Miss K. has been the teacher that
has made learning the most interesting. She has ran maths lessons where were
learnt about mass (liquid) by using rubber ducks. Miss K. is one of the rare
teachers that make learning and work fun.
Furthermore, Miss K. is a very generous teacher that is so nice that she lets us go
out for extra sport. This is a very useful thing to do at a school because it gets us
out of the classroom. This extra time outside is only a reward, and being so make
us work harder to gain the reward. It is also good to go outside because it keeps
us happy and joyful. If we spend more time inside we get tired but if we went
outside we will be refreshed and ready to learn. This makes our brains ready for
work and will make us get higher results on tests and that makes Miss K. a
better teacher and it shows that she has taught us what we need to know. Miss
K. is a deserving choice for the teacher of the year award.
Finally, Miss K. is a very kind, considerate and generous teacher that understands
the hassle and annoyance of homework. Sadly, she still gives us homework but
she doesn’t give us the usual homework. She gives us helpful and interesting
homework. We are given no worksheets are we are so thankful that we are not
given sheet after sheet of maths equations and proper punctuation! I remember

in grade 4 when I happily had Miss K. for the first time after she graduated
University. Unfortunately, because it was only her first year at the school she had
help from the other grade 4 teacher. We were given maths worksheets and when
I look back now I am so thankful that she has become and very great teacher
and gives us enjoyable homework. We are given games that are educational and
teaches us how to use what we learn in the classroom in writing and maths
problems. And the best reason that Miss K.’s homework is outstanding is that
she makes it reasonably easy because it is only work that she has covered in
class and has taught us so well. This means we get more time to do things we
enjoy which overall make us happier and makes our work at school better.
In conclusion, our teacher, Miss K., deserves the Teacher of the year award because
of reasons only teachers that are deserving and highly appreciated by her
students and teacher from the school and in the community. By using technology
that enables her to benefit her teaching and other teachers work. Her class is
happy and energetic and want to learn what she has to teach us. I truly think
that our teacher MIss K. deserves the teacher of the year award.

